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Resignation and Future of NZBCA
As I advised you early this year, age and related health issues,
hearing and sight loss amongst them, compel me to resign my
posts with NZBCA.
I resign as President with deep regret; this important position,
although demanding, has given me much pleasure. To lead
the veterans on the historic RNZAF Memorial Trip in 2012 and
the Bomber Command Memorial Trophy were two notable
highlights.
My early years in WW2 Bomber Command left lasting
impressions. The strong bonds with my crew and with my
comrades, many of whom went missing, will always be with me.
You set me a formidable task, namely, guidelines for NZBCA in
the years ahead, succession in key appointments, the continuity,
hopefully in perpetuity.
All our existing veterans are in their mid to late 90s, plus, and
no longer available for active roles.
Our Vice President Keith Boles will also resign.
Our CEO, Peter Wheeler, is the very life of NZBCA and should
eventually become President, but not before a Deputy CEO is
well established.
NZBCA has an excellent Patron and some very capable

From our New President
I am Bruce Hebbard and the veterans
of the New Zealand Bomber Command
Association have shown the mettle
to change the constitution and
allow the first person to not have
served in combat or in an aircrew to become your president.
I acknowledge that I am flying into unknown territory and I
thank you for your confidence in me. Your retiring president,
Ron Mayhill, said in his message in the last newsletter,” We old
Bomber Command types slowly fade away”. We celebrate the
forty or so remaining members from World War two have
made their mid- nineties and have earned the right to put their
feet up, and watch the world go by. We thank them for their
organisational skills and energy to get the Bomber Command
Association to where it is today.
Special recognition must go to our retiring President
I have lived in Otago most of my life, completing my schooling
in Mosgiel and later a motor apprenticeship in Dunedin. I was
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and enthusiastic members, the organiser-MCs of recent
Commemoration Services, and leaders at the Bomber Command
Hangar at MOTAT, amongst them.
NZBCA has a strong List of Members, Honorary and Associate,
Family, Service, General, surely a source for recruitment.
For the future, NZBCA should provide a very carefully worded
circular, brief and attractive; an appeal for volunteers to help
NZBCA honour the memory of Bomber Command Fallen, and
their comrades, who fought and died against fearsome odds to
preserve the freedoms enjoyed today and the future.
Importantly we should approach the younger generations,
ATC 3 Squadron in Auckland and all the other good Squadrons
throughout the country could provide future NZBCA leaders.
Many schools feature Anzac and Armistice Days and would
welcome speakers to inspire their pupils. These schools often
have rows of white crosses on special lawns.
I have given many interviews to highly motivated students
well equipped with digital aids, to help with projects and NCEA
units. Some attended our recent Service.
It is my wish, and I am sure of Bomber Command veterans,
past and present, that the memory of our Fallen and the spirit of
Bomber Command endure.
–Ron Mayhill DFC (75 Sqn)

employed by a mining company in Western Australia for 14 years
railway track maintenance on the company’s private railway. In
1987 I returned to Central Otago and along with my sister Alison
owned and operated hotels in Omakau (26 km from Alexandra)
and Albert Town just outside Wanaka. I retired in 2004 at age
53 and have been involved with home, Masonic Lodge and
community projects since then.
As my father was the Bomb Aimer in Arthur Joplin’s crew on
617 squadron and I have always maintained a keen interest in all
things Air Force especially 617 Squadron.
It is the desire of our veterans to pass the baton to the next
generation of veterans to take the Association forward. To that
end Ron Mayhill has written a full but concise “charter for the
future “with his vision for the direction of the Association. It will
be a guide for myself and the Committee as we go about the
business of the Association and no doubt Ron will be watching
on to make sure we are following his guidelines.
Finally I leave with you with this thought: Change is inevitable,
some embrace it, some loath it but it still happens. Let’s steer
that change for the benefit of our Association.
We have proud legacy to maintain
–Bruce Hebbard
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Vice President
Michael Copsey

2018 Membership Vote on constitution
and nominations

Born in London, I first travelled to
New Zealand backpacking with my
wife, Sue, in 1989. We returned to
live in Auckland in 1995 and have
been here ever since. We have a son
(22), currently flying with 5 Sq RNZAF
and a daughter (18), who is studying
history. My parents and siblings came
from the generation that bore the
brunt of WWII, as had their parents’
generation in WWI.
My father, Ralph Copsey, a Londoner, flew with 218 Squadron
(Downham Market) Nov ’42–May ’43 as bomb aimer on Stirlings.
Aged 17 at the outbreak of WWII, he volunteered for Bomber
Command, trained in South Africa (ironically in East London)
and one of the last to earn the Observer’s brevet.
He initially crewed up at 11 OTU (Bassingbourne) and was
as joined by the engineer and mid-upper gunner at 1657 HCU
(Stradishall), where they also had their first flight as a crew in a
Stirling – (with Sq Ldr Lamason RNZAF as dual pilot).
The crew were all British except for the pilot, James Gillespie
Neilson (aka ‘Tubby’), who was RNZAF. My father flew 99 times
with Tubby, mainly in Stirlings, but 18 times in Wellingtons and
once in an Airspeed Oxford.
After his ‘tour’, Ralph became an instructor for the remainder
of the war. Sadly some of his crew weren’t so lucky. In February
’43, Charles ‘Dinger’ Bellman (navigator) was tasked to fill in
for another crew. As per the squadron records: ‘Nothing was
heard of this aircraft after take-off’, and the entire crew are
remembered on the Runnymede memorial.
Tubby became an instructor at 1657 HCU and was killed in
a crash in Jan ’44, along with the trainee pilot and all of the
crew except the rear gunner. The rear gunner, Johnny Colvin,
became an instructor but then joined 7 Sq for a second tour in
Lancasters. Johnny and the crew were shot down in July ’44;
they are all buried at Rheinberg Cemetery, Germany. Later that
year, Johnny’s father, a clergyman, performed the wedding
ceremony of my parents. So, my father lost four of his seven
‘brother’ crewmates during 1943–44.
So I am well aware of the losses of Bomber Command and our
duty to honour and respect their sacrifices. I am looking forward
to ensuring that their efforts are never forgotten

CHANGES TO CONSTITUTION
Voting forms where sent to all registered Veteran members. The
returns closed November 2018.
The voting was 2 against, 1 invalid, 12 not returned 35 in
favour.
Therefore the motion to change the membership rules of the
RAF Bomber Command (NZ), NZ Bomber Command Association
(Inc) and the NZBC Charitable Trust was passed.
Nomination for President - B Hebbard (proposed R Mayhill,
Seconded Arthur Joplin)
Vice President - M Copsey (Proposed R Mayhill, Seconded Keith
Boles)
There being no further nominations, the positions are confirmed
Returning Officer PJ Wheeler Executive Officer NZCBCA

The veteran executive hand over their duties to the next generation
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Our Honorary Chaplain
Chaplain (GPCAPT)
Anthony (Ants) Hawes QHC

given the portfolio of managing the chaplains across all RNZAF
Bases and Camps. He was promoted to the position of NZDF
Principal Defence Chaplain (GPCAPT) in December 2015.
Chaplain Hawes attended Intermediate Staff Course in 2011
and Advanced Staff Course in 2014. He completed the Masters
of International Security in June 2015. He has completed the
Lead Capability and Lead Integrated Capability courses.
Chaplain Hawes has conducted many NZDF ceremonial
events, such as acting as the Ceremonial Chaplain at Gallipoli for
Anzac Day and similarly, at the Beersheba Commemorations in
October 2017. He has presided over national ceremonies such
as the funeral of Sir Richard Bolt and several times chaired the
National Anzac Dawn Service in Wellington including the 100th
centenary in 2015.
Ant’s and Jenny were married in 1988. They have three adult
children who all live in Auckland. When Ants finishes up in the
Defence Force he and Jenny plan to move to 5 acres they own
just out of Cambridge, build a house, and start the next chapter.
Anthony has assisted at many NZBCA events including the
memorial dedication in 2010 and notably accompanying 35
veterans to London in 2012.
Welcome aboard Ants

Chaplain Ants Hawes was born
and educated in Hamilton. On
completion of High School in 1981 he
took an electrical apprenticeship. In
1992 he attended Bible College and
was ordained as a minister in 1993.
He was minister of three churches
before joining the Royal New
Zealand Air Force in 2004.
Upon completion of Initial Officer
Training he posted to RNZAF Base
Ohakea as the base chaplain. He
was promoted to Squadron Leader in 2006 and deployed to
Afghanistan as the CRIB 11 chaplain in 2007/08.
Chaplain Hawes was posted to RNZAF Base Auckland in
January 2009 as the Senior Base Chaplain. In 2010 he was
appointed the Lead Chaplain for the Northern Region, and in
2011 he was promoted to Principal Chaplain Air (WGCDR) and
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Two new books have been
published about 75 NZ
squadron .
The first is a 477 page
detailed study of 75 during
WWII. Its large format and
well illustrated with photos
from the NZBCA archives.
Co-author Chris Newey
is a NZBCA executive.
The second is an
account of Air Gunner
Winkie Kirk written by his
son , and covers the time both on
75 squadron and later when he
fought with the French Marqi.
Both are available through
Amazon and well worth getting
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Many of the boys passed through 11 OTU (Westcott), some
of then twice (as instructors screened from ops.) A surprising
number of these old hands had “prangs” with these new hands
on OTU or HCU, sometimes fatally.
A look at Bill Chorley’s Bomber Command Losses shows 2,378 air
crew lost their lives at OTU’s
Training become so alarming that prior to being OC of 186
Squadron, Jack Shorthouse, (Wing Commander by then) had
the task of sorting out the bad practices.
For example at 11 OTU 170 air crew died 1941 to 1947 and 51
during the 1944. Notably all occurred in the first six months so
the rocket delivered in June 44 certainly did its job.
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A Mysterious Dog called Nigger

Written for the Beckenham Dog Club Magazine and
published in the Christmas edition 2010. by Alan Mann
(The abridged version appears below.)

Wing Commander Guy Penrose Gibson VC, DSO & Bar, DFC & Bar was the CO of 617 Squadron which
he led in the famous “Dam Busters” raid on the night of the 16th May 1943. He was just 24 at the
time!
Wing Commander Guy Gibson, VC, DSO and Bar, DFC and Bar
was only 24 years old when he lead 617 Squadron on the famous
1943 raid in an attempt to destroy important German dams
in the Ruhr. “Nigger” was the codeword to be transmitted on
confirmation that a breach of the Möhne Dam had occurred.
Nigger belonged to Guy Gibson and was the mascot of 617
Squadron. He apparently died just as Gibson was leading the
raid, known as Operation Chastise and was buried outside
Gibson’s office just as the raid was taking place. His grave is at
RAF Scampton, Lincolnshire, where Gibson was based.
However historians have since reported that all might not
be as it would seem! One in particular, Bruce Halpenny, has
uncovered evidence that Nigger could not have been killed as
officially recorded. Bruce is acknowledged as a respected British
military historian, expert in airfield histories and also in RAF
ghosts, especially surrounding airfields. Upon researching British
RAF airfield histories, he found that public records held very little
if any information at all, so he had to do all the research himself
going back to the very beginning. This helped to unearth a rich
source of information, which others have since used, but set
Bruce Halpenny apart as an undisputed RAF expert.
“The first reported sighting of the dog, a medium black
Labrador, was in February 1952 by Leading Aircraftman
Yeomans, who was a Mess waiter at RAF Scampton.
It was about 4 pm and Yeomans was sitting alone in the
downstairs staff room, the windows of which looked out on to a
small yard which led into the rear entrance of the Officers’ Mess.
Yeomans said that he watched the dog through the window for
about two minutes, throughout that time the animal did not
move, but continued to gaze up at the top floor windows where
the Officers were based.
Yeomans curiosity became aroused by the manner in which
the Labrador was staring upwards, with no sound or movement
at all. He opened the rear door to call out to the animal; but the
Labrador was gone! Yeomans was puzzled for it had only taken

Guy Gibson’s dog with
members of 617 Squadron.
Guy is seen on the right
stroking his dog.
him a few seconds to reach the yard door and in that time it had
vanished! He walked around to the front of the Mess but still saw
no sign of the Labrador. Yeomans then went back into the Mess
and eventually forgot about the puzzling incident.
Two days later Yeomans had just come on duty at the Officers
Mess when, as he was just taking off his battledress jacket,
Corporal Dwane snapped: “Go and get that dog out of the
corridor, next to the dining hall!” Yeomans quickly slipped his
white Mess jacket on and hurried out to obey the NCO’s order.
On entering the dining hall corridor Yeomans saw the same
black Labrador sitting close to the dining hall doors.
By this time there were several other RAF Mess staff in the
building Yeomans moved towards the dog and as he did so it
immediately rose from its haunches. “As it moved it seemed to
blur,” said Yeomans. The dog headed for the stairs leading up to
the officers’ sleeping quarters. Yeomans dashed after it but on
reaching the top he could see no sign of the animal. He searched
the entire upper floor, but there was no sign of the dog. It was
a mystery for all the doors were closed, and the only way down
was via the stairs that Yeomans had just ascended. He was
puzzled, but again attached no great importance to this latest
incident. On reporting back to Corporal Dwane that the dog
was nowhere to be seen, Yeomans was told “If that dog makes a
mess I’ll stick you on a charge. It’s been seen loping around here
looking for food, or something. Boot it out if you see it again and
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that’s an order.”
That was LAC Yeomans’ last sighting of the silent black
Labrador, but he was to hear more about it. The dog was seen
again running across the field towards the Officers’ Mess. It
was about 8.30pm and it was seen by more than five people,
including the Mess waiters. They said that the dog went past
them soundlessly, without even looking in their direction. There
had been a light fall of snow yet the dog’s paws left no marks.
They watched the dog sneak out of sight heading for the front
of the Officers’ Mess. The WRAF aircraft woman said that she had
felt no fear on seeing the phantom dog and she later mentioned
it to two WRAF companions. By chance she also told LAC
Yeomans the following day.
The fact that her story was also confirmed by her male escort
again brought the mystery dog into prominence. The possibility
of Guy Gibson’s dog having appeared in ghostly form came into
much of the conversation amongst the Officers’ Mess staff, was
this the famous black Labrador dog of Wing Commander Guy
Gibson?
Gibson had to whip into shape twenty one hand-picked
Lancaster crews and there were many problems, so it was great
to relax with his dog. After extensive training the raid on the
Möhne, Eder and Sorpe Dams was launched on the 16th May
1943. However only hours before the raid Gibson was informed
that Nigger had been run over by a car outside the camp and
was killed instantly. But Gibson knew this would not have been

The animal used to portray Nigger in the film “Dambusters”
was an RAF dog, on loan to the production team. Richard
Todd, who played Guy Gibson, later recalled that the dog
was an exemplary actor that hardly ever required a re-take.
However on two occasions the dog caused difficulty. On
the first occasion, the dog could not be persuaded to wait
whilst filming the scene where Nigger approaches the door
of Gibson’s bedroom and the second occasion was when
filming on location at RAF Scampton. Nigger and Gibson
were to stroll through a group of RAF men waiting outside
of a building for a briefing, however the dog could not be
persuaded to go near one spot, or even dragged past it on
a leash. It later transpired that the spot was the site where
the real Nigger had been buried, some 11 years before,
whose gravestone had been temporarily removed for
filming. In the end, the scene was filmed without the dog.

CARTOON: E WEDDELL SAAF

Nigger’s tombstone
The inscription reads: The grave of a black Labrador dog, mascot of
617 squadron, owned by Wing Commander Guy Gibson. Nigger was
killed by a car on the 16th May 1943 and buried at midnight as the
owner was leading his squadron on the attack against the Mohne
and Eder dams.

possible as the camp was completely sealed and especially so
before such an important operation
Gibson went back to his room and sat alone looking at the
scratch marks on the door that his dog used to make when he
wanted to go out. He felt very depressed, but the mission was
on. He realised that the death of his dog was a very bad omen
and he ordered his death to be kept secret. He could not believe
his dog had died in an accident and suspected that his dog,
which was also the crew’s mascot, had been deliberately killed in
order to unnerve the crew before the mission.
Evidently the military police had already suspected that a
traitor, or more likely an enemy agent existed in the service and
probably was aware that an important mission was imminent
Just before take-off Gibson gave instructions to bury the dog
outside his office at midnight, just as they would be crossing
the enemy coast. Gibson hoped that his dog’s friendly little soul
would help uplift his crew with the task ahead.”
I see no reason to doubt this well researched story but cannot
understand why it took the dog so long to reappear, in its
ghostly form, nine years after it had died and then to what
purpose? I would have expected it to have been already reunited
with its master in the spirit world. However, just because I have
a problem in understanding ghostly activities, it is no reason for
me to dismiss well documented accounts. I don’t understand
a lot of things but have learnt to accept them, as I accept those
dog owners who are certain that they have seen their dead pets.
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All round the world “ They will
remember them”
Barbara Hunter is an NZBCA executive member and with partner
Ken represents the Association at most events in the UK, along
with Friends of 75 Squadron secretary Sue Boneham MBE. ‘Barbie
and Ken’ have been able to bring back hundreds of postcards and
posters donated by the LLA to assist NZBCA with fundraising.
Barbara has six months of summer in New Zealand (on Waiheke)
and the other six months in Woodhall Spa.
2018 was a busy year in U.K. for Bomber Command events.
Especially as it was the 100-years anniversary of the RAF
amongst other things.
I arrived in Woodhall Spa on Friday 11 May and it was not long
before l was attending events. The very next day l found myself
at the Petwood Hotel amongst the past and present members
of 617 Squadron all dressed up ready to have their” Dams
“dinner. This year being rather special as it was to celebrate the
75th anniversary of the actual Dam raids. They all looked very
dapper and ready to chat and maybe dance the night away.
Just before dinner they were all ushered outside in the damp
grounds to look skywards to take in the magnificent sight as the
BBMF Lancaster Bomber as it flew over them all at low level as
a salute and then came back across a short time later en route
back to base at RAF Conningsby.

I would have loved to have been a fly on the wall at the dinner
and listened to some of the stories that no doubt surfaced
during the evening.
Next morning another busy day of events, first on the agenda
was the 617 service of remembrance and wreath laying in
Woodhall Spa.
There was a huge
turn out including
many veterans such
as Squadron Leader
George Leonard
“Johnny” Johnson,
MBE, DFM, Wing
Commander John
Bell, MBE DFC Legion
d’Honneur and
John Bell;Benny Goodman at 617
Squadron Leader
memorial Woodhall Spa Airfield
Lawrence “Benny”
Goodman and we laid a wreath on the Dambuster memorial on
behalf of New Zealand Bomber Command .
Then at 11.30 am the dedication and unveiling of the new

“Airfields of Britain “conservation trust memorial on the old
Woodhall Spa Airfield now owned by the Lincolnshire Wildlife
Trust.
Next was Tuesday 15th May when we attended the turning of
the sod ceremony for the Bomber County Gateway Statue.
It will be built on the side of a hill at Norton Disney on the
borders of Lincolnshire and Nottingham and in clear view of
passing traffic as they
cross into “Bomber
County”. The Lancaster
will look as if it is turning
en route back to base at
RAF Swinderby.
Wednesday 16th
May was the official
What the statue should look like
Dambuster day and
when erected
the BBMF Lancaster
was due to fly over the
Derwent Dam but due to weather conditions PA474 was unable
to take to the skies. The RAF tried to compromise by sending a
RAF Typhoon instead, not quite the same as if you blinked you
missed it going over!
In the evening we attended a Dambuster concert in St Peters
Church Woodhall Spa put on by the Banovallum brass band
instead, a full house attending and it was a great evening.
Thursday 17 May. I went by coach to London for an evening
at the Royal Albert
Hall to attend the
Dambuster show
and the screening
of the remastered
Dambuster Movie.
The BBMF Lancaster
set off again from
RAF Conningsby for
the Derwent dam in
better weather and took Johnny Johnson along for the ride in
his bomb aimer position.
27 May. Annual service for 625 Squadron at Kelstern
Lincolnshire and laid flowers.
3 June. To the village of Effingham Surrey and visited the
grave of Barnes Wallis. A village which
Barnes Wallace helped to create with
many community hours on various
projects supplied by him.
24 June. Attended yearly service at
Bomber Command Memorial Green

Park. Other NZBC members
attended, Wreath for NZBC
laid by Denise Boneham.
9 July. Watched from
Woodhall Spa the BBMF
practise for the next days
fly past over the Queen.
10 July. RAF 100 year
flypast Over Buckingham Palace.
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Went out to RAF
Conningsby mid morning
and was greeted by the
view of 22 + Typhoon
aircraft lined up in two
rows complete with pilots
waiting to take off and
head off to the holding
area before their time
slot to fly down over
Buckingham Palace in the
formation of the number
“100”. If we had waited
to watch them all take off we would not have made the 5 km
journey back to Woodhall in time to watch them fly over the
Palace on the television!!!
The flypast was magnificent !
11 July. To international Bomber Command Centre for a talk
and book launch by Charles Foster nephew
of David Maltby who had bought out yet
another book about the Dambusters
12 July. A reunion at RAF Metheringham for
no. 106 Squadron. Full of history with many
New Zealand connections
Les Munro also spent some time here.
End of July. The home of the Red Arrows air
display team is to be sold off, the Ministry of
Defence (MoD) has confirmed. RAF Scampton, which was also
home to 617 Squadron as they prepared for the Dambusters
mission in World War Two, has housed the Red Arrows since
2000.
Would be a great shame as such a great place for a tour! So
much aviation history there.
9th September. To RAF Cranwell Museum as part of
Lincolnshire heritage weekend.
12 September. My birthday and what better thing to do but
to go to RAF Conningsby for yet another tour of the planes in
the BBMF hanger and was lucky enough to even have a look
at a Hawker Typhoon Mark 1B which was out on show before
transfer to RAF Hendon museum!
14 September. Went to the Kinema in the Woods to see the
new movie “ Hurricane” about the Polish 303 Squadron.
20 September. Went to the seniors screen session at the
Kinema in the Woods to see the new movie Spitfire.
28 September. Took one of NZBC members whose father has
been in Bomber Command stationed at RAF Conningsby out
to East Kirkby to the
Lincolnshire Aviation
Centre to have a look
round and watch
“Just Jane“NX611 do
a taxi run around the
field. He was over the
moon to see an actual
Lancaster taxi and not
a static display!
29 September.
Just Jane waiting to taxi
Attended Lincolnshire
out onto the field
Lancaster Assoc.

Members day at BBMF headquarters where the BBMF put on a
full 2 hours of flying display for us. This is LLA’s annual gathering
to support the BBMF and enjoy a full day packed with various
activities and flying and a chance to meet the pilots and team
behind The Flight. Managed to sneak in our NZBC member in as
well, he could not believe his luck!!
7 October. Annual memorial service for Lancaster ED503
which crashed during a test flight with only 85 minutes flying
time recorded and remains in the ground in a farmers field
at Sibsey Northfields Lincolnshire with 6 of the crew, the
rear gunner was the only one able to be retrieved from the
wreckage.
11 November. Won a ballot to be part of a 10,000 participants
in the “Nations thank you procession “ which marched past the
cenotaph in Whitehall and laid a wreath for Armistice Day.
12 November. Took off back to NZ for a rest! After meeting
some fascinating lovely people!
When you visit the UK next there are 100 different locations
in the county of Lincoln where “Wings” with stories of RAF
associations with the area . Eight separate trails have been
established.
I see Arthur Joplin (617sq) often and when he asks “are the
people out there still interested in Bomber Command and what
they did ?”
I will once again answer ...........YES!!! Very much so!
Editor – Babs, have you got time to breath?
Barbara Hunter and partner Ken
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Terry Clark - a last letter (mid upper
gunner 106
Squadron)
Dear Jack,
Received a parcel of tobacco
from you a few days ago. Thanks
a million. I was just on the last tin
(packet actually) that Mrs Wanden
sent. Serial number on the label
was 10438, so please will you let the
people know you are still getting
my number wrong. It is NZ402983 not 409283. For the last three
weeks I have not been on “ops”, as I have a new pilot, who
had to convert on to Lancasters. So we have been doing
”binding” cross - countries. We finished it up last night after
completing a 8 hour trip. I get bloody browned off flying on
anything but “ops”. My last trip was to Mainz that is “ops” I
mean. My pal Robin Laskey went for a Burton there on the
first night, so as they were going back again the next night,
the wing commander, took me a long is
gunner in his crew, come to get revenge.
We had a swell time. He made a low-level.
We all felt crazy that night and didn’t
give hell for anything. We went straight
through the flack dropped our stuff, and
then started in on the searchlights. In
the finish the lights caught us and all sh...
(excuse! flack to you) started to come up,
so we decided we had better get back for
breakfast. Coming back some keen type
Jerry tried to hit us with a light gun. There
he was out there by himself, doing his best for old Adolf. I kind
of feel sorry for him afterwards. Still he shouldn’t have stuck his
chin out. This new crew of mine haven’t done an “op” yet. The
squadron leader his been on training command. His first trip
should be funny. I am the only one on the crew who has done
“ops”. Of course he will do a couple of trips as second - pilot

This bloody town’s a bloody cuss
No bloody trains no bloody ‘bus,
And no one cares for bloody us,
Oh! bloody, bloody, bloody.
The bloody roads are bloody bad,
The bloody folk are bloody mad,
They make the brightest bloody sad,
Oh! bloody, bloody, bloody.
All bloody clouds, a11 bloody rain,
No bloody tap, no bloody drain,
The Council’s got no bloody brain,
Oh! bloody, bloody, bloody.
The bloody flicks are bloody old,
The bloody seats are always sold,

with someone else before he takes us with him. Just lately I
have missed some good “pranges”’ Some of them had been on
smallish towns, and they have been wiped out. Mairy was like
that not a damned thing not alight. They have to rebuild the
place and 10,000 people were homeless. I suppose I sound a bit
raw to you people over there, but what the hell, they’re doing
it to the Russians and would do it here, if they dared. He has
bombed our place at couple of times lately but no damage to
speak of. Well thats about the lot, so cheerio for now. Love to all.
How about a letter.
As ever
Terry
P.S. Big kiss for Lloma.

Terry clark was a w/op on 106 squadron and was lost 16
September 1942 over Essen

You can’t get in or bloody gold,
Oh! bloody, bloody, bloody.
The bloody dances make you smile,
The bloody band is bloody vile,
The ballroom cramps. Your bloody style,
Oh! bloody, bloody, bloody.
No bloody sport, no bloody games,
No bloodyn fun: the bloody dames,
Won’t even give you their bloody names
Oh! bloody, bloody, bloody.
Best bloody place is bloody bed,
With bloody ice on bloody head.
You might as well be bloody dead,
Oh! bloody, bloody, bloody.

From Alf Ralph 109 Squadron
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“This is what becomes of having an
ex-astronomer for a Navigator!”

Records and archives
As veterans log books, albums and
souvenirs become passed onto other
family, it is essential that copies are made
so in future there will be a significant
memorial of first-hand material.
If you hold any WWII Air Force material,
please contact the NZBCA so digital
copies can be made or originals donated
to the archive.

Amongst the collections held by veterans and their families is a
surprising amount of art, be it sketches done in POW camps, abstracts
like Bruce Hebbard’s topiary Lancaster or Frank Welford’s plaque. Or
paintings like Ron’s AA-U and David’s AKE AKE. There are many still
unseen, often not of any real
value they are all important
mementoes of another time
and should be appreciated.
So if you have any “art” hidden
away, please contact the
NZBCA so it can be copied
and published.
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The Nose Art of Wellington 1C Bomber R1162 AA-Y “Yorker”
75 (New Zealand) Squadron RAF
I don’t know who the artist is, but it looks very much in the style
of Mr DW Smith BEM. It is interesting to note that this artwork
and that attributed to Mr DW Smith were painted directly onto
the fabric of the aircraft
whereas the soda siphon
was initially painted on
to a sheet of aircraft linen
fabric and then “fixed” to
the aircraft with dope.
Armourers of No 75
(New Zealand) Squadron
pose with a pair of
500-pounders and give
the ‘thumbs up’ in front
of the ‘Wellington Devil’,
a suitably decorated
Wellington IC, Feltwell, 10
May 1941. IWM CH 2714

Painting of L7848 “Cuthbert”
by John Stevens with his
permission
Air Ministry photograph of Wellington 1C A.A.-Y “Yorker” R1162
believed to have been taken by Mr PHF Tovey.
Whilst serving with 75 (NZ) Sqn RAF my father Ted Wilcox
was commissioned to paint a soda
siphon, squirting bombs as nose art on a
Wellington 1C R1162, A.A.-Y “Yorker”.
Several of the Wellington bombers of
75(NZ) Sqn featured nose art in the style
of Disney cartoon characters. Three of the
aircraft featured Donald Duck, Bones and
Mr Wimpy. According to the Feltwell Community website they
were painted by Mr DW Smith BEM.
WELLINGTON L7848 “CUTHBERT”
In addition to Popeye and Mr Wimpy another Wellington,
L7848, A.A.-V featured “Cuthbert”. In an entry on the 75(NZ) Sqn
Association website detailing the service history of “Cuthbert”
and according to Pilot Officer Curtis, “ he flew as Captain with
P.O. Sandy Sanderson as 2P; it was Sanderson’s girlfriend who
did the nose art of Cuthbert for V for Victor.”
There is also a painting of three 75 (NZ) Sqn Wellingtons by
British artist, John Stevens, which was commissioned by Michael
Curtis as a birthday present for his father, Pilot Officer R M Curtis,
who flew L7848, ‘Cuthbert”, whilst serving with 75 (NZ) Sqn
during the war.
My father, Ted, flew in L7848 on six occasions as the rear
gunner; two of which were operational flights. I also noticed
a Wellington of 75 (NZ) Sqn, had nose art of a devil, holding a
trident, squirting four bombs and it crossed my mind that this
painting might have some association with my father’s painting.

THE SODA SIPHON ON WELLINGTON R1162 (AA-Y) “YORKER”
I am not sure of the exact date or what prompted Ted to paint
the soda siphon, (embellished with the letters “RAF”, held in
a right hand squirting 5 bombs). We know that it was painted
whilst he was at RAF Feltwell during the period August 1940,
when he arrived, to January 1941, when he left.
The Imperial War Museum (IWM) has a similar photograph,
clearly taken around the same time, but without the aircrew.
Of note are what appear to be oil marks on the aircraft. Having
studied other photographs taken of R1162 with similar oil marks
we believe that the IWM (CH 2718) was probably taken on or
around 10 May 1941.
As a family we were all very familiar with the story of the soda
siphon nose artwork, as told by both our parents. How Ted
acquired some aircraft linen fabric and, making free with our
mother’s kitchen table, created the soda siphon. I am not sure
how our mother actually felt about this, but I do not think she
really minded.
The completed painting was then fixed to Wellington R1162 by
the application of aircraft dope.
In addition to the original photograph Ted and Mary retained
a newspaper clipping showing the black and white photograph
taken heading a short article. The article is headed S-W- I-S-S-H!
It is undated, but it mentions that the siphon photograph was
taken before the 39th raid on Berlin, which was apparently on 9
April 1941, but that could have been for disinformation purposes.
Wellington, R1162 AA Y was a Wellington 1C received on 19
December 1940 from No 9 MU, Cosford. From Feltwell Flying
Control logbooks it was dispatched 16 August 1941 to No 27
OTU.
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My aim had always to confirm that Edward “Ted”
Wilcox, as the artist who painted the soda siphon
nose art on Vickers Wellington bomber R1162, A.A.-Y
“Yorker” and to remember his service.

Wellington R1162 A.A.- Y “Yorker”
R1162 A.A.-Y “Yorker”
photograph attributed to Sgt John Wakefield.
According to his logbook Ted flew in R1162 as the
rear gunner on seven occasions, on operations, one
final time on 26 October 1941 whilst at No 27 OTU.
I believe that the photograph of R1162, was taken
by Sgt John “Jack” Wakefield in which he flew 17
operational sorties.
THE LOSS OF WELLINGTON R1162 AND HER CREW
The following was taken from 75nzsquadron.com
website:
R1162 flew 24 Ops (Wayne Mellor) with Lockwood,
Pownall, Matheson, Fletcher, Fotheringham and Curry
crews, the last flown on 17/18 May. She was transferred
to No 27 OTU Lichfield, on 16 August 1941. She failed
to return from the third One Thousand Bomber raid on
Bremen, June 23/24, 1942, one of the 23 OTU aircraft
and crews lost that night.

THE WAR YEARS 1939-1945
Ted was granted an emergency commission with the
RAFVR on 12 April 1939 and retired from the RAF in
March 1966.
On 14 August 1940, Ted joined 75 (NZ) Squadron at
RAF Feltwell as an Air Gunner.
Having completed 25
Operational missions Ted left
RAF Feltwell on 2 February
1941 for 18 Operational
Training Unit (18 OTU) at RAF
Bramcote as an Air Gunner
Instructor until 27 April 1941.
He was then posted to 27
Operational Training Unit (27
Per Ardua
OTU), RAF Lichfield.Ted’s wife,
Ad Astra
Mary, died in January 1966
whilst Ted was stationed at
RAF St Athan, some three months before he retired
from the RAF. Ted died, peacefully, on 7 July 1995
aged 82 and is buried in Llywel Church, Trecastle,
Powys, South Wales, alongside his daughter.
		
– Michael Wilcox November 2018
Like so many of his generation he very rarely spoke
of his wartime experiences. Nonetheless, he was
extremely proud of his service in the RAF and his family
are extremely proud of him.

Please come along and visit the displays at MOTAT.
Contact us first and we will provide a guide
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Presentation of NZBCA Trophy
at the 2018 3 Squadron Parade
NZCBC Vice President Michael Copsey attended
‘It was good to meet you at our final parade and I’m sure we will cross
paths regularly. It’s always an honour for the SQN to assist with the Bomber
Command Memorial, and I personally enjoy these events.
Below is the criteria for the trophy as well as the reasons Cadet Flight
Sergeant Isabelle Burr received it.
The RAF Bomber Command New Zealand Veterans Trophy for Aviation.
3 SQN and The RF NZ Bomber Command Association have been
developing an increasingly close relationship dating back to 2009 with
the Bomber Command memorial was first unveiled at the Auckland War
Memorial Museum. Approximately 6,000 NZ men served in the Bomber
Command and Nearly 2000 lost their lives, the highest proportion of any
country in the Commonwealth. The RAF Bomber Command New Zealand
Veterans Trophy for Aviation is awarded to the candidate who demonstrates
personal passion for aviation and promoted throughout the unit.
It’s obvious to anyone who speaks to this
cadet for any amount of time that they had
a great passion for aviation, both gliding
and powered flying. They are always willing
to share their knowledge and have done so
with engaging lessons this year and have
actively promoted aviation unit.
This year the RAF Bomber Command New
Zealand Veterans Trophy for Aviation is
awarded to F/S Burr”. Ben Wells Squadron
leader commanding office 3 Squadron ATC
The NZCBC had presented the original
trophy (a pewter Lancaster) to the squadron
in the 1980s but the mount had filled with
previous winners name plaques. In 2016 a new trophy consisting of a pewter
Wellington painted in 75 Squadron colours was presented 3 Squadron.
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